
   La Creuset Dish & Cookware

 Rectangular Baking Dish - 26 X 18 - Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130318
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

Perfect for slicing portions in even amounts, the Rectangular Dish is deep enough for lasagnas and roasts- even with a layer of vegetables beneath to create
an organic roasting rack for meats.*    Made from Stoneware
*   High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
*   Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
*   Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
*   Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
*   Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Rectangular Baking Dish - 26 X 18 - Cerise Red
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130288
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

Perfect for slicing portions in even amounts, the Rectangular Dish is deep enough for lasagnas and roasts- even with a layer of vegetables beneath to create
an organic roasting rack for meats.*    Made from Stoneware
*   High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
*   Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
*   Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
*   Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
*   Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Rectangular Baking Dish - 26 X 18 - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130332
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

Perfect for slicing portions in even amounts, the Rectangular Dish is deep enough for lasagnas and roasts- even with a layer of vegetables beneath to create
an organic roasting rack for meats.*    Made from Stoneware
*   High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
*   Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
*   Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
*   Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
*   Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe
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 Rectangular Baking Dish - 26 X 18 - Volcanic

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130295
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

Perfect for slicing portions in even amounts, the Rectangular Dish is deep enough for lasagnas and roasts- even with a layer of vegetables beneath to create
an organic roasting rack for meats.*    Made from Stoneware
*   High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
*   Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
*   Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
*   Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
*   Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Rectangular Baking Dish - 32 X 21 - Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130400
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $90.00

Create a chef inspired meal with this Le Creuset rectangular baking dish. Made from stoneware, it is long lasting and durable. With a high-quality exterior
enamel coating to protect it against scratches, marks, and other damage, it is also odor and stain resistant. This baking dish has two helper handles, one on
either side, and is ideal for casseroles, flans, quiche, cobblers, and more. Backed by Le Creuset's five year warranty, it is oven safe up to 500 degrees
Fahrenheit, and is also safe for use in the microwave, freezer, broiler, and dishwasher.Product Features    Le Creuset Rectangular Baking Dish
    Marseille blue stoneware
    Odor and stain resistant
    2 helper handles
    High-quality exterior enamel coating to protect against scratches and marks
    Oven safe up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit
    Safe for the microwave, broiler, and freezer
    5 year manufacturer's warranty
    Dishwasher safeMeasurements    16" L x 9" W x 2-1/2" H, with a 3.15 quart capacity
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 Rectangular Baking Dish - 32 X 21 - Cerise Red

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130370
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $90.00

Create a chef inspired meal with this Le Creuset rectangular baking dish. Made from stoneware, it is long lasting and durable. With a high-quality exterior
enamel coating to protect it against scratches, marks, and other damage, it is also odor and stain resistant. This baking dish has two helper handles, one on
either side, and is ideal for casseroles, flans, quiche, cobblers, and more. Backed by Le Creuset's five year warranty, it is oven safe up to 500 degrees
Fahrenheit, and is also safe for use in the microwave, freezer, broiler, and dishwasher.Product Features    Le Creuset Rectangular Baking Dish
    Cherry stoneware
    Odor and stain resistant
    2 helper handles
    High-quality exterior enamel coating to protect against scratches and marks
    Oven safe up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit
    Safe for the microwave, broiler, and freezer
    5 year manufacturer's warranty
    Dishwasher safeMeasurements    16" L x 9" W x 2-1/2" H, with a 3.15 quart capacity

 Rectangular Baking Dish - 32 X 21 - Volcanic
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130387
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $90.00

Create a chef inspired meal with this Le Creuset rectangular baking dish. Made from stoneware, it is long lasting and durable. With a high-quality exterior
enamel coating to protect it against scratches, marks, and other damage, it is also odor and stain resistant. This baking dish has two helper handles, one on
either side, and is ideal for casseroles, flans, quiche, cobblers, and more. Backed by Le Creuset's five year warranty, it is oven safe up to 500 degrees
Fahrenheit, and is also safe for use in the microwave, freezer, broiler, and dishwasher.Product Features    Le Creuset Rectangular Baking Dish
    Flame stoneware
    Odor and stain resistant
    2 helper handles
    High-quality exterior enamel coating to protect against scratches and marks
    Oven safe up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit
    Safe for the microwave, broiler, and freezer
    5 year manufacturer's warranty
    Dishwasher safeMeasurements    16" L x 9" W x 2-1/2" H, with a 3.15 quart capacity
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 Square Baking Dish - 24 Cm - Cerise Red

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130462
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $70.00

With its lower profile and sharper edges, the Stoneware Square Dish makes a convenient choice for desserts like brownies that require even slicing.    Made
from Stoneware
    High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
    Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
    Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
    Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
    Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Square Baking Dish - 24 Cm - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130493
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $70.00

With its lower profile and sharper edges, the Stoneware Square Dish makes a convenient choice for desserts like brownies that require even slicing.    Made
from Stoneware
    High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
    Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
    Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
    Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
    Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Square Baking Dish - 24 Cm - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130516
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $70.00

With its lower profile and sharper edges, the Stoneware Square Dish makes a convenient choice for desserts like brownies that require even slicing.    Made
from Stoneware
    High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
    Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
    Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
    Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
    Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe
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 Square Baking Dish - 24 Cm - Volcanic

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870130479
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $70.00

With its lower profile and sharper edges, the Stoneware Square Dish makes a convenient choice for desserts like brownies that require even slicing.    Made
from Stoneware
    High-quality Enamel Protects Against Marks and Damage
    Hard-wearing, Impermeable Finish Fired as High as 1200 C
    Safe from temperatures from -53C to 260C
    Virtually Nonstick Glazed Interior Easily Releases Foods
    Oven, Microwave, Freezer and Dishwasher Safe

 Basting Brush - Cerise Red
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870056236
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.    Premium Silicone: Heat resistant to 250 °C (482 °F Dishwasher-safe blade
    Task Defined Blade Design: Strong tips and edges, Strike zone to protect cookware, Rim swipe that cleanly wipes food from mixing bowls and cookware
    Innovative Wooden Handle: Grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip, Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip,
Push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip
    29 x 5cm

 Basting Brush - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090667
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.    Premium Silicone: Heat resistant to 250 °C (482 °F Dishwasher-safe blade
    Task Defined Blade Design: Strong tips and edges, Strike zone to protect cookware, Rim swipe that cleanly wipes food from mixing bowls and cookware
    Innovative Wooden Handle: Grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip, Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip,
Push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip
    29 x 5cm
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 Basting Brush - Palm Green

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128155
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.    Premium Silicone: Heat resistant to 250 °C (482 °F Dishwasher-safe blade
    Task Defined Blade Design: Strong tips and edges, Strike zone to protect cookware, Rim swipe that cleanly wipes food from mixing bowls and cookware
    Innovative Wooden Handle: Grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip, Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip,
Push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip
    29 x 5cm

 Cappuccino Cups - Set Of 2 - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870089654
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

Le creuset is proud to introduce its first-ever coffee collection, a full assortment of premium products for serving and enjoying french press coffee,
cappuccino and espresso. This exclusive collection draws on le creuset's long history of blending style and functionality, with each design crafted from
colourful, even-heating stoneware. The result is a new series of products that complement both traditional and modern kitchens, whether entertaining guests
or simply enjoying a quiet morning cup.    Crafted from premium stoneware, this pair of Cappuccino Cups and Saucers is durable enough for serving rich,
full-flavoured coffee every day, yet elegant enough for entertaining guests

 Cappuccino Cups - Set Of 2 - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870135986
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

Le creuset is proud to introduce its first-ever coffee collection, a full assortment of premium products for serving and enjoying french press coffee,
cappuccino and espresso. This exclusive collection draws on le creuset's long history of blending style and functionality, with each design crafted from
colourful, even-heating stoneware. The result is a new series of products that complement both traditional and modern kitchens, whether entertaining guests
or simply enjoying a quiet morning cup.    Crafted from premium stoneware, this pair of Cappuccino Cups and Saucers is durable enough for serving rich,
full-flavoured coffee every day, yet elegant enough for entertaining guests
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 French Coffee Press - Dark Brown Truffle

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870088756
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $80.00

Le Creuset is proud to introduce its first-ever coffee collection, a full assortment of premium products for serving and enjoying French press coffee,
cappuccino and espresso. This exclusive collection draws on Le Creuset's long history of blending style and functionality, with each design crafted from
colourful, even-heating stoneware. The result is a new series of products that complement both traditional and modern kitchens, whether entertaining guests
or simply enjoying a quiet morning cup.    Colourful stoneware exterior
    Stainless steel plunger
    Internal mesh press
    0.8 l

 French Coffee Press - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870089630
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $80.00

Le Creuset is proud to introduce its first-ever coffee collection, a full assortment of premium products for serving and enjoying French press coffee,
cappuccino and espresso. This exclusive collection draws on Le Creuset's long history of blending style and functionality, with each design crafted from
colourful, even-heating stoneware. The result is a new series of products that complement both traditional and modern kitchens, whether entertaining guests
or simply enjoying a quiet morning cup.    Colourful stoneware exterior
    Stainless steel plunger
    Internal mesh press
    0.8 l
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 French Oven 4.3l - Cerise Red

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 024147211891
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $345.00

A Cherry 4.5 Qt Le Creuset Signature Cast Iron Round French Oven is an all-purpose casserole that is essential in every kitchen. This versatile piece can be
moved from the refrigerator to the oven or stovetop and onto the table with style. It can be used for a wide variety of recipes: anything from savory rice to
roast chicken or even for baking a cake.Round French Ovens can be used for:    Simmering
    Marinating
    Poaching
    Braising
    BrowningNew from Le Creuset - exclusively at gourmet cooking stores - The Le Creuset Signature Series of Ovens.Le Creuset Signature Series Ovens
have:    an Advanced Interior Enamel finish which resists stains and is even easier to clean
    45% larger loop handles which are easier to grasp and distribute weight more evenly
    newly engineered lids with built-in lid stabilizers which provide a more secure fit and seal in flavor better
    improved ergonomic knobs which are heat resistant up to 500FSince 1925, the skilled craftsmen at Le Creuset have perfected enameled cast iron
cookware. This type of cookware has manybenefits including:     All Le Creuset products are coated with the highest quality vitreous enamel. This hygienic,
impermeable enameled surface means LeCreuset can be used for marinating food prior to cooking or for food storage after cooking.
    Le Creuset Cast Iron is a superior conductor of heat. The even thickness of the base, walls and lid mean that heat distribution is even and energy efficient.
The heavy, tight-fitting lids ensure that moisture and flavors are sealed in the pot.
    Le Creuset ...

 Stackable Ramekin - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870089425
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Whether staging ingredients, baking individual portions of pot pie or serving sauces at the table, these .2L stackable ramekins offer all the durability and
performance of le creuset stoneware in a compact design that stacks securely for easy storage.    High- quality exterior enamel protects against marks and
damage
    Hard-wearing, impermeable finish fired as high as 2192?F
    Thermal resistance from -65?F to 500?F
    Virtually nonstick glazed interior that easily releases foods

 Stackable Ramekin - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870129329
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Whether staging ingredients, baking individual portions of pot pie or serving sauces at the table, these .2L stackable ramekins offer all the durability and
performance of le creuset stoneware in a compact design that stacks securely for easy storage.    High- quality exterior enamel protects against marks and
damage
    Hard-wearing, impermeable finish fired as high as 2192?F
    Thermal resistance from -65?F to 500?F
    Virtually nonstick glazed interior that easily releases foods
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 Medium Spatula - Cerise Red

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870056199
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.

 Medium Spatula - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090636
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.

 Medium Spatula - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128094
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks the Revolution Medium Spatula is perfect for folding medium-
to-dense batter stirring mixing and sauteing.    Premium Silicone that is heat resistant to 250 C (482F) and is dishwasher safe .
    Task defined blade design with strong tips and edge with a strike zone to protect cookware and a rim swipe that clearly wipes food from mixing bowls and
cookware .
    Innovative Wood Handle includes grip rings for comfortable control and quick orientation in the grip.
    Elliptical shape provides comfortable slip-free grip and a push/pull design increases control and offers a secure grip.
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 Small Spatula - Cerise Red

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870056151
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head

 Small Spatula - Marseille Blue
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090629
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head

 Small Spatula - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128087
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed cooking tasks including mixing medium to dense batter of folding egg whites, stirring, mixing
and sauteing.    Heat-resistant to 250-degrees Celsius
    A kitchen tool for every cooking task
    Elliptical shaped handle - provides comfortable slip-free grip
    Dual-sided blade to work with different types of cookware
    Removable, dishwasher safe silicone head
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 Spatula Spoon - Marseille Blue

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090650
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Le Creuset brings you a handy kitchen helper with this spatula spoon. You'll love how easy it is to crumble, stir and serve with the ergonomic design.    Ease
of use recommendation by Arthritis Foundation
    Approximate measurements: 12 3/4" L x 2 1/4" W
    Silicone/wood
    Imported

 Spatula Spoon - Palm Green
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870128100
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Le Creuset brings you a handy kitchen helper with this spatula spoon. You'll love how easy it is to crumble, stir and serve with the ergonomic design.    Ease
of use recommendation by Arthritis Foundation
    Approximate measurements: 12 3/4" L x 2 1/4" W
    Silicone/wood
    Imported
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